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brad Fasten with brads.

callus Form a callus or calluses.
The long march had callused his feet.

claw A mechanical device resembling a claw used for gripping or lifting.
She clawed the doorknob.

clawed (of predatory animals) armed with claws or talons.
Two Asian short clawed otters.

clipper Shears for cutting grass or shrubbery (often used in the plural.
The Cutty Sark a tea clipper built in 1869.

finger The length of breadth of a finger used as a linear measure.
The customer fingered the sweater.

fingernail The nail at the end of a finger.

foot Cover a distance especially a long one on foot.
One foot of the chair was on the carpet.

forefoot A front foot of a quadruped.
forelimb Either of the front limbs of an animal; a foreleg, wing, flipper, etc.

hand
A prehensile organ resembling the hand and forming the end part of a limb of
various mammals such as that on all four limbs of a monkey.
His idiosyncratic hand.

harness Put a harness on a horse or other draught animal.
Projects that harness the creativity of those living in the ghetto.

heel High heeled shoes.
The balloon heeled over.

helical Having the shape or form of a helix; spiral.
Helical molecules.

hindfoot A rear foot of a quadruped.
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hook Fasten with a hook.
He hooked his thumbs in his belt.

horseshoe Game equipment consisting of an open ring of iron used in playing horseshoes.
A horseshoe bend.

leg A prosthesis that replaces a missing leg.
He was off as fast as his legs would carry him.

nail Fasten with a nail or nails.
He muffed a perfect throw home that should have nailed Joe by yards.

paw Of an animal feel or scrape with a paw or hoof.
Young dogs may paw at the floor and whine.

piggy A child’s word for a pig or piglet.
The piggy fat cheeked little boy and his porcine pot bellied father.

porcine Relating to or suggesting swine.
A bald porcine old man.

prey Prey on or hunt for.
This is a mean type of theft by ruthless people preying on the elderly.

razor Cut with a razor.
The tapered cut is razored to give movement.

scrape
A place where soil has been scraped away especially a shallow hollow formed
in the ground by a bird during a courtship display or for nesting.
He d been in worse scrapes than this before now.

scratch
A technique used especially in rap music of stopping a record by hand and
moving it back and forwards to give a rhythmic scratching effect.
Tabitha wondered how long the woman had been scratching a living on the
waterways.

scratching A harsh noise made by scraping.
The practices of rap and scratching.

sharp Of a key having a sharp or sharps in the signature.
A sharp knife.

toe The part of an item of footwear that covers a person s toes.
She toes inwards.

webbed
(of fingers or toes) abnormally united for all or part of their length by a fold of
skin.
A heavy webbed strap.
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